HEY YOU
HEY

HEY YOU!

HEY

Hey you, you make me feel so good
Yeh you, just like I knew you would
I would thank you if I could!
Coz now I’m brushing like I should!

Welcome guys to the crazy Lady Dentist Brush
Pop some toothpaste on me, start the tap and don’t be in a rush!
Are you ready now? It’s state of mind, lets do it right,
We’re gonna pump and grind to make them extra ‘pearly’ white

Hey!

To the left side, outsides, insides, biting surface
A circular movement’s best for this purpose
To the right now, with teeth together, round and round
Do the biting surface so the hidden bits can be found

Now do the lower left, inside under the tongue
Move across inside bottom right, hey now we’re nearly done
Last of all we do behind the front ones now
The backs of the front teeth, now get the brush in somehow!

Brush the outsides, getting right to the back
Is the only way that you will remove all the plaque
Give the brush a rinse but then turn off the tap
Don’t waste the water while you’re brushing to the rap!

I’m saying don’t forget the backs of the front six teeth!
Brush along the gum line to stop the bugs from growing underneath
One more time, do the back teeth on the left first
Now the back right, it feels so fresh it’s gonna burst!

Hey you, you make me feel so good
Yeh you, just like I knew you would
I would thank you if I could!
Coz now I’m brushing like I should!

Use the brush head and set the teeth ablaze
Make the teeth white while the stains erase
Use the brush head and set the teeth ablazing
Now they’re so bright it’s just amazing!

Hey!

Inside lowers at the back and one last wiz across the front
Now try and tell me guys that ya mouth does not feel different
You can stop now yeh coz the job is all done
Lady Dentist helps ya brushing coz it makes it more fun!

Hey you!

And now do the front teeth, remember brush the gums too
Massaging action, stretch the lips - which may be hard for some of you!
Rinse the brush before we go again and take a little spit
Is the brush all nice and clean and ready for the second bit?

Hey you!

To the left again, top inside surface first remember
Stains behind front teeth are where they’re usually the worst
To the right now from back to front, inside surface move along
Rotate the brush against the teeth, as we do the brushing song
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